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The author offers a theme for discussion, recognizing that history of
classical market economy comes to the end, as in the conditions of
globalization of world economy by efforts of transnational corporations on
the basis of postindustrial manufacture the post market economy, with the
new contain, and also forms and management methods economy
transformations.
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Historical regularity of economy transformation
Management of an economy is meant economy, as it is known, in
translation from Greek. Really, management defines a choice of forms and
managing methods, successful development or destruction of an economy of
a separate family, territory or as a whole state economy. State economy, in
turn, forms world economy.
The state economy is based on the industrial base, created by forces,
means and efforts of entrepreneur, manufacturing enterprises or the
industrial organizations.
However, in the history there was also other way of formation of the
state economy when the states temporarily prospered thanking to vanquisher
campaigns and export from the won countries of material assets, gold, slaves
and the foodstuffs which realization allowed to finance economy of the state
or the won states rendered tribute. Truth and that such states is fast enough
to history measures collapsed.
The same states, which economy it was formed by own manufacture,
as a rule, successfully developed.
The economy, in historical measurement, has passed a long way from
a primitive family (clan) economy of primitive people to developed after
market economy of the most competitive states.
The economy, as well as all on our planet, exists under life cycle laws:
formation period, development period, blossoming period, decline period
and simultaneously period with formation period of the next economy. Thus,
economy has such law on transformation of current economy to the
subsequent, more developed by the contain, more successful by results and
more progressive by type.
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As economy formation, for example market economy, the states
occurs not simultaneously it appears that one states or group of the states
still are in before market (commercial) economy conditions.
Others form market economy (transition period of formation).
The third develop market economy.
The fourth have achieved market economy blossoming.
The fifth are at a stage of a decline of market economy,
The sixth, having finished market, form after market (post market)
economy.
The states start to form economy of one type at various times, with
deviations in tens and even hundreds years.
It is clear that the requirement in new economy, particular in market
economy, arises in process of accumulation of economic and social potential
of the country, formation of objective conditions and possibilities that
demands decent time and the application of forces realized by the
population. For example, market economy formation in Europe have started
in the end of ХУ11 and beginning ХУ111 of centuries, and in Post-Soviet
republics in 90 th years of the XX-th century. The USA possesses prospering
market economy on the threshold of a decline, and Japan or Germany,
having finished market economy, started to form post market economy.
The economy can be characterized from different positions:
- Political, as economy of social order (slaveholding, feudal, etc.);
- Geographic, as territory economy (areas of the country, the states,
continent, world);
- Histories, as economy in time (the ancient world, the Middle Ages,
etc.);
-

Commodity

manufacture

(craft,

manufactory,

industrial,

postindustrial);
- Commodity-trade relations (exchange, commercial, market, post
market;
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- Since the market economy period, the state economy is formed by
three components: industrial economy; agrarian economy and social
economy.
For us in this work special interest represents the period from the
beginning of the market economy formation and the subsequent of the post
market economy formation that we observe in economic.
From positions commodity-trade relations, that, perhaps, it is possible
to define the major factor of formation and development, the economy can
be considered by results of the enterprise activity organization and
management of the most important signs of enterprise.
For us interesting the organization and management of enterprise
activity of the market economy period, and from our point of view, post
market economy formation.
Under the most important signs of the organization and management
of enterprise activity market and post market economy we consider 4 signs:
1) a private property on the earth and on production means;
2) free enterprise;
3) management of enterprise activity profit;
4) a state role, as participant or a regulator of enterprise sphere of the
country.
Without a private property on production means can not be enterprise
activity – a fundamental basis of economy. Thus a private property on means
of production, that also is obvious, should be supplemented with a private
property on the earth on which means of production are located. It is
impossible to consider separately these two categories as absence of a
private property on the earth under means of production, certainly, limit
enterprise activity.
It is clear, that without a private property on the earth the entrepreneur
will not erect the industrial enterprise or without a private property on the
earth the entrepreneur will not be engaged in a farm on an industrial basis.
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Under the free enterprise meant:
Availability of all spheres of managing to enterprise activity;
Equal possibilities of the population on the organization of enterprise
activity;
The simplified system of creation of enterprise formations;
Autonomy of entrepreneur activity within state standard operating
requirements or restrictions.
Under the management of enterprise activity profit meant:
Independent definition (establishment) by the entrepreneur of
profitability of goods realization or rendering of services;
Independence of the entrepreneur at profit distribution;
High share of consumption by the entrepreneur at profit distribution.
In essence to earn profits more, for satisfaction of own consumption,
becomes an overall objective of the entrepreneur.
Under the state participation or regulation of enterprise activity:
The state support of enterprise activity;
The state system of registration and regulation of enterprise activity;
State regulation of enterprise activity result distribution;
Liquidation of enterprise formations by municipal or state controls;
Contain of enterprise activity interests protection and safety.
By the way, as a sign of economy we do not consider a competition
which, like, should be the tool of regulation of the commodity market.
Actually, the competition if to look at history of formation of market
economy, in particular in ХVIII-ХIХ centuries, and up to world crisis of first
third of XX-th century, on the substance of any regulating role in a condition
of the commodity offer to the market had no also in pricing on the realized
goods, on formation of cartels in the commodity market.
Only after the Second World War, by many countries with market
economy have been accepted and rigid enough norms of regulation of a
diligent competition have started to operate. And from that time competition
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becomes, really, regulating factor of monopolism in the commodity market.
One of regulating if to be more exact, but not the only thing and not the main
regulating factor.
Similar on that the market economy and a natural competition have
appeared not absolutely compatible categories.
By the way, in the market those countries which actually pawn the
first stones in the post market economy base as regulation first of all has
concerned activity of transnational corporations start to practice regulation
by the competition state rigidly enough.
Besides, if to consider competition as market category, in monograph
published in 2004г (E.Samigullin «Formation of the commodity market of
transition economy», Bishkek), author were submit research results of the
commodity market in Kyrgyzstan, and particular in a competition.
It appears, restriction of a competition by classification on diligent and
unfair is not absolutely correct, as actually the competition in the market can
be present at three kinds: diligent, unfair and false. We have proved the
contain of a false competition and have tried to explain its essence as a sign
of a market competition as neither to market economy, nor after market the
false competition is not observed.
In premarket economy conditions, i.e. in conditions of commercial
economy, the commodity offer to the market was so insignificant, as without
competition between merchants (sellers) the goods were got by buyers.
In post market economy conditions when the commodity offer to the
market proceeds from the transnational companies, as a result of enormous
volumes of commodity streams supervised by the state the false competition
becomes consciously unacceptable.
In more details to familiarize with an explanation of a false
competition it is possible in the specified monograph.
The author does not apply for a complete statement of essence and
market economy problems as in this work preliminary results of the
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researches are stated, allowing designating a theme for the further profound
researches and discussions – a coming to the end era market and posting
market economy formation.
Preliminary researches by the author had been studied the obvious
most negative three characteristics typical for market economy:
Excessive development and extremely high volumes of speculative
operations results in the market;
Excessive formation of the virtual finance, as bases of virtual
economy development;
Super profit of entrepreneur.
On the end of the offered theme researches, from our point of view,
having simultaneously scientific and pragmatic interest, both for economists,
and for entrepreneur, there will be a possibility in more details and it is
detailed to state threats and consequences of market economy, possibility
and post market economy expectation, it is supposed to prepare the complete
book.
Obviously that the classical market economy is at the finalizing stage,
if to compare in due course market economy formations, that proves with
accelerated rates of post market economy formation. Really, if market
economy formation in world economy occurred more than 300 years it is
similar that the post market economy will be generated within several
decades.
Transformation of market economy to the new form of economy
which we designate as post market economy, we on a time basis define post
market, taking into account only sequence of new economy formation.
Final definition of post market economy, as term of the economic
theory as sound characteristic of new economy, it is possible at discussion
and the coordination the experts who are engaged in researches of problems
of the market and post market economic theory.
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From interest positions of economy results distribution, results of
market economy are distributed in favour of entrepreneur and consequently
the market economy is defined as capitalist economy.
Post market economy results are distributed corporative, with rather
decent receipts of means in the country budget that allows the state to solve
successfully social problems of the population and consequently it can be
defined as the corporate or socialized economy.
The reader, probably, pay attention that in the text there is no use of
the term "business" and "businessman" though the enterprise activity sphere
is exposed to consideration.
The matter is that sometimes we use some English-speaking, Frenchspeaking or other foreign languages terms not absolutely accordingly on
sense or under the contain. For example, the thief who has plundered
apartment, is engaged in by business or enterprise, whether not so? Hence,
he is the businessman?! The inspector of road service taking a bribe from the
driver of the car, it is engaged in business or enterprise, whether not so?
Hence, he is also the businessman?!
The entrepreneur and the businessman not far the same. In English
language there are the words designating entrepreneurship and there is a
word designating business. As is known, business and entrepreneurship
under the contain at all not the same, accordingly the businessman and the
entrepreneur also under the contain at all not the same.
Really, the clerk of department of a municipal government is engaged
in enterprise (business), and, certainly, he is the enterprising man
(businessman). Meanwhile, work of the clerk is not enterprise activity and
accordingly he is not the entrepreneur.
As we consider market and post market economy in more parts
through the enterprise prism of activity in the text we have considered
application of the term "business" inappropriate.
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As the offered theme is offered to consideration on pithiness and
urgency we will consider for brevity three characteristics market and post
market economy:
1) forming economy and motive forces;
2) a technique-technological condition of commodity manufacture;
3) results distribution of enterprise activity, as most substantial and
estimated essence of economy.
Forming economy and motive forces – commercial entrepreneur,
industrial entrepreneur, transnational corporations.
Technique – technological condition of commodity manufacture:
craft, manufactory, industrial, postindustrial defines economy type on
commodity – to a trading sign (exchange, commercial, market, post market).
Craft and manufactory technology of commodity manufacture and
exchange economy.
Industrially – industrial technology of commodity manufacture and
market economy.
Hence, further postindustrial technology of commodity manufacture
and post market economy.
Results distribution of enterprise activity characterizes primary
consumption of enterprise results by entrepreneur (market economy).
Consumption of enterprise results by the country population, by the
state, on realization of nation-wide programs (post market economy),
through the progressive taxation system. For example, when only one of
several automobile transnational corporation of Germany earns within a
business year profit at a rate of 16 billion euro approximately half of this
sum arrives in the budget of the state in the form of taxes and other
payments. By the way, this sum would suffice within 10 years to provide the
republican budget of Kyrgyzstan.
At some convention, but, nevertheless, by results of comparative
estimations of the specified three characteristics, it is possible to draw
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preliminary conclusions and the finalizing on the substance of market and
post market economy.
The author expresses sincere gratitude to reviewers to the doctor of
economic sciences, the professor – Kumskova Nailya Hasanovna, and to the
doctor of economic sciences, the professor – Atyshov Kobogon Atyshovich
which rather actively and fruitfully carry out scientific researches of
problems of the economic theory and enterprise in Kyrgyzstan, for support,
for remarks and recommendations which have been considered at the end of
work.
The author will be grateful to the readers who have informed own
opinion on an urgency of post market theme statement or, from our point of
view, to corporate socialized economy, and also remarks and offers on the
theme substance.
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Market economy
From our point of view, any economy, by consideration in our
statement of a question, since exchange and finalizing with post market, in a
historical plane is characterized by mission and historical essence. To define
mission and historical essence of economy it is enough to receive answers
for some questions:
- What fundamental basis of economy is?
- Whose interests prevail in realization of economy results?
- Which leading forces of formation and economy development?
- What material level of living of the population defined by social
security from the state?
When a fundamental basis of economy is commodity manufacture on
the basis of the craft "know-how" (the answer to the first question). In
economy interests of commerce sphere entrepreneur and small commodity
manufacturers prevail (the answer to the second question). Leading forces of
formation and economy development are merchants and handicraftsmen (the
answer to the third question). A material level of living of the population is
low (the answer to the fourth question). It is obvious, that it is a question of
commercial economy.
When a fundamental basis of economy is the industrial technology of
commodity manufacture. In realization of economy results interests of large
entrepreneur (capitalists) prevail. Leading forces of formation and economy
development are capitalists. The material level of living of the population
remains low. In that case we find out familiar signs of classical market
economy.
In an economic science the commercial economy is considered as premarket economy, the description and theoretical essence which considered
since time of early mercantilism.
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Differences between commercial and market economies can be
considered according to the following table (see table 1).
Table 1
Comparative signs commercial and market economy

Considered sign

In the conditions of
commercial economy
Craft commodity
manufacture
The private

In the conditions of
market economy
Industrial commodity
manufacture
The private
Individual
industrial entrepreneurs

Social role in state
economy
State participation

Individual
commercial
entrepreneurs
Material supply of own
family
The fiscal policy

Scales of territory
coverage
The economy was
generated

The local commodity
market
In the conditions of
exchange economy

Fundamental basis of
economy
Pattern of ownership in
enterprise sphere
The form of
management

Creation of workplaces
The fiscal policy
Legal regulation
The country commodity
market
In the conditions of
commercial economy

In economic thought there are no divergences or different
interpretations on time of mercantilism finalizing in an economic science,
with explanations of commercial economy, and the beginning of classical
political economy, with explanations of bases of market economy. Thus, the
conventional border between pre-market and market economy, i.e. border
between different economies in the contain is designated.
On time the border between pre-market and market economies passes
in last third ХVII century when there is a decline of commercial economy
and market economy formation begins.
If in due time the commercial economy for the objective reasons has
finished the history and was transformed to market economy it is natural also
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market economy, in turn, will finish the history and will be transformed to
the new in contain economy – post market or, from our point of view, the
corporate (socialized) economy.
Founders of the market economy theory marked two most important
positions which promote market economy development as the most
successful economy in history:
1) mass and free enterprise activity in the conditions of post
manufactory commodity production, inevitably, will promote development
of the markets and accordingly to the market economy;
2) the market economy is a natural regulator on the commodity market
of a parity: the commodity supply and demand, volume of the goods
realization and monetary incomes of these goods consumers, structure of the
goods realization and consumer ability of consumers, retail prices and
inflation, profitableness of commodity manufacture and profitableness of the
goods realization.
Soon enough, in process of market economy formation, became clear,
that by the first position – activity and freedom of entrepreneurs actions on
the market, expectations were justified, and moreover, results, including and
rather negative, have surpassed expectations.
And expected results of market economy by the second position not
only were not justified, but also have shown ugly indicators on separate
parities, in particular on profitableness of commodity manufacture and
profitableness of realization of the goods to the consumer.
As a result both positions, under the contain being a fundamental basis
and appeal of market economy, by prejudiced consideration were not
justified.
From positions of an industrial basis the market economy has captured
some periods:
1) post manufactory commodity production;
2) factory commodity production;
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3) industrial commodity production;
4) postindustrial commodity production.
Market economy formation begins with the period of post
manufactory commodity production – the "children's" period in history of
the market economy, abounding with numerous signs of "children's illness»
transition period.09.
In more details «children's illness» transition period of new economy
formation signs you can familiarize in the monograph of the author "a theory
Basis« children's illness of "transition economy», Bishkek, 2009.
In period of factory commodity manufacture there is a market
economy formation – the "youth" period in history of market economy.
In period of industrialization of commodity production the market
economy reaches the blossoming – the "maturity" period in history of
market economy.
At last, in an initial stage of postindustrial commodity production the
market economy gives in – the "ageing" period in history of market
economy. On change of market economy there is a post market or socialized
economy.
At some convention, nevertheless, it is possible to designate the time
periods of market economy history:
1) second half of XVII and first half of XVIII of centuries – the period
of market economy formation;
2) second half of XVIII and XIX century – the period of market
becomes;
3) the beginning and till seventieths years of the XX-th century – the
period of market economy blossoming;
4) since the eightieth years of the XX-th century – the period of
market economy finalizing and the beginning of post market economy
formation.
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Meanwhile, if to judge under proceedings of Kyrgyz economists the
urgency and, moreover, the further development of market economy is not
exposed to doubts. And even more that, authors explain advantages of
market economy to Kyrgyzstan, in essence repeating market economy signs
about which founders of the market economy theory have stated still pair of
centuries ago, since time of the beginning economy of post manufactory
commodity production. It is a question that the market economy for our
country admits a reference point for formation of new economy of sovereign
Kyrgyzstan.
The market economy long time was perceived, and now perceived by
developing countries, as a highest level of economic development of the
country.
What is the market economy from its initial contain? Industrial
revolution in sphere of the commodity production, promoting mass
production of the goods, in particular consumer appointment, has caused of
repeated expansion of the made goods sale, as in local territory, and other
territories including foreign, for the only purpose – to receive the maximum
profit.
Meanwhile, to the middle of XX-th century already became obvious,
that the market economy is not and cannot be the higher point of economic
development as the classical market economy creates conditions for
reception by entrepreneur of the maximum profit and for this reason it is
quite fairly defined as capitalist economy. When the purpose of enterprise
activity is defined, as achievement by any way of the maximum profit such
activity, inevitably, is accompanied by negative consequences, in disorder
from small frauds till criminal cases.
Besides, in process of the market economy formation, is filled with
various qualitative signs including negative, in particular the most
widespread method of increase of the entrepreneurs income or profit in the
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conditions of market economy is elementary speculative operations with the
goods and, in particular with securities.
Thanks to excessive scale of speculative operations with securities the
state finance "is inflated" to catastrophic volumes. The cover of inflated ball
can burst at any time and it is impossible to foresee accident.
If it is short, the market economy in a blossoming condition can be
characterized as economy of speculative enterprise activity.
The market (capitalist) economy is defined not by that entrepreneur
invest capitals in own enterprise formation, and that enterprise activity is
carried out for reception of the maximum capitals by the entrepreneur
(capitalist). In this sense K.Marx's formula: D – Т – D + (instead of a stroke
we have specified plus – the surplus value or rate of return) is subject to
updating in a following kind: D – Т – D + + (two pluses – super profit), or D
+ + + (three pluses – it is more than super profit).
Moreover, obvious signs of injurious economy are inherent in market
economy. Injurious character of economy is defined by that, pursuing the
aim of reception of the maximum incomes, the entrepreneur will not stop
before any barriers. The state norms are broken. Ecological requirements are
not observed. The living standard of population is not considered. Moral
standards of behavior are not observed by entrepreneurs. Social norms of a
society are seriously broken.
Entrepreneurs become the provided citizens of the country, but the
country thus is not becomes richer. Many examples to that. Behavior of
British entrepreneurs, in particular of colonies territories. Position with the
forests of the South America. Mining of Africa. Results of market economy
formation in Post-Soviet republics. By the way, in Post-Soviet republics, to a
lesser degree in Baltic republics, negative signs of market economy are
brightly shown though which formation else is at initial stage of the
transition period.
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Once again we will specify, market economy functions there and then
where and when conditions on rather free operation by entrepreneurs hired,
first of all working work operate, and the conditions allowing to
entrepreneurs uncontrolledly to raise rate of return on realization of
production of industrial activity operate: consumer goods, services etc.
Why the market economy, eventually and in process of economic
development of the states group, became unacceptable or moreover a brake
of the further economic development?
Let's return to those 4 factors which we consider as the most important
signs of economy. What occurs in the market economy conditions?
Private property on the earth and on means of production. Formation
and the subsequent development of market economy has occurred thanks to
two factors:
1) industrial revolution in craft-trading economy;
2) the earths belonging to reigning houses and aristocrats, are
redeemed by entrepreneurs for creation of the integrated industrial
enterprises. Abundantly clear, that without earth acquisition under the
industrial enterprises entrepreneurs would not began to create such
enterprises and, thereby, there would be no market economy subject – the
goods of mass production. Really, it is enough to nationalize the earth in the
country with market economy and enterprise immediately will return to
craft-trading enterprise.
Private property on the earth and on means of production remain
actual signs and in the conditions of the subsequent after market economy.
Free enterprise.
In the conditions of market economy free enterprise is characterized as
follows:
- The population of the country is not limited in the organization of
enterprise activity;
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- All spheres of ability to live become accessible to enterprise if there
is a possibility of profit reception;
- New spheres and kinds of the enterprise activity are created, not
necessarily useful to the state and the population, for the purpose of more
profit reception.
Management of enterprise activity profit.
In essence the high profit of enterprise becomes a market economy
scourge, a brake of economy development. This conclusion proves to be true
results of market economy formation in the states of the Central Asia.
The matter in the following. The market economy should be
considered in the historical contain, beginning from formation since time of
industrial revolution, in ХIХ centuries development and to the First World
War, the subsequent gradual turning, after the Second World War.
In formation and development of market economy in enterprise sphere
the unique aim was pursued – to receive the maximum profit. The market
economy trouble consisted that speculation and usury become admissible
and moreover attractive categories of economy.
Trouble of market economy that speculation and the more so usury do
not create material products of work, but create an empty air cover (virtual
money) round work products.
The market economy trouble consists and that in process of market
economy development rates of speculations volumes growth and usury start
to advance rates of commodity production growth. Excess of air cover
volumes (virtual money) to commodity production volumes when money is
not provided by work products that, inevitably, occurs a financial collapse or
crisis.
Pursuing the aim of the maximum profit reception, in the conditions of
market economy entrepreneurs use that the state practically does not
interfere with affairs of entrepreneurs, does not regulate border of an
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enterprise admissibility and by that entrepreneurs have possibility is rather
free to carry out enterprise activity:
- openly abuse with the speculative operations;
- not less openly abuse with usurious activity;
- forces an air cover (the virtual finance) round real economy and by
that create conditions for financial crises;
- absolutely excessive intermediary links on a way of movement of the
goods to the market are formed and intermediaries receive the income,
parasitizing on advancement of goods;
- the share of profit is overestimated in the price of realization of the
goods and services;
- the spontaneous condition of a competition in the market does not
limit entrepreneurs on profitableness of the goods realization;
- in enterprise, in particular in sphere of operations with securities, the
big development was received by speculative forms when instead of the real
prices of securities the virtual or speculative prices are established.
State regulation of enterprise sphere. The human nature is that, that in
the absence of the co-ordinated or standard restrictions, the person, first of
all, in own interests, disregarding interests of others. The nature of
entrepreneurs is that also, in the absence of the state participation reasonable
norms in regulation by sphere of enterprise activity.
The period of market economy formation and development is
characterized by practical absence of the government intervention in affairs
of entrepreneurs. As result of such position, entrepreneurs, pursuing own
interests, openly abuse full independence of enterprise management activity,
in particular in those spheres which have nation-wide value:
- Exploitation of the hired personnel work;
- A payment of the hired personnel;
- Super profit reception;
- Excessive development of speculative operations;
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- Excessive intermediary activity;
- High tariffs for services.
Exploitation of the hired personnel work. The history of exploitation
of the hired personnel work by entrepreneurs is known for numerous
examples of the working day of the personnel for 10-12 and more hours. It is
not necessary to be the big expert in the field of sociology or medicine to
make the conclusion about obvious abusing by entrepreneurs.
Efforts of trade unions on regulation of mutual relations with
entrepreneurs on duration of the worker have local value, i.e. operate on the
scale of enough large enterprise formation, but not in the scale of territory or
the country as a whole. Besides, in many small enterprise formations the
trade unions are not present, the personnel in them is dependent on the
entrepreneur, from its consciousness and attentiveness to hired workers.
Well-known widespread reference of the entrepreneur to the hired
worker: «do not arrange my conditions, search for work in other place …».
A payment of the hired personnel. Well-known practice of the
capitalist in the market economy conditions when, not loading the mental
potential, in need of decrease in costs make very simple decision – to lower
a payment of the hired personnel. Notice, not own rather decent sizes of the
material contain, and the hired employees which payment, against payment
of own work, looks modestly enough. Strikes of labour collectives, action
extended enough in the market economy conditions also occur owing to
infringement of the hired personnel decrease in material compensation of
work.
Super profit reception. In the market economy conditions, and now it
takes place in the young capitalist countries, in particular in Post-Soviet
republics, reception of high profit up to super profit becomes or that is end in
itself for the entrepreneur more truly. In essence in the young capitalist
countries today entrepreneur try to operate, and in the separate countries and
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operate, methods of reception of super profit borrowed from ХIХ centuries
of Europe.
The entrepreneurs for reception of super profit will go on any actions,
up to the criminal:
- Raiding captures of the successful enterprises,
- Default from obligations before partners,
- Deceit of clients,
- Reduction of earnings of hired employees,
- Illegal collecting of penalties from employees,
- Virtual building (fictitious) of structural formations,
- Washing up of illegally extracted money resources,
- Conducting the double account of movement commodity and money
resources (double-entry bookkeeping or "white" and "black" accounts
department),
- High profitableness retail and wholesale prices, etc.
Excessive development of speculative operations. At initial formation
of an exchange field of activity institute it was supposed, that stock
exchanges will promote rational formation of commodity streams between
territories, the countries making and territories, the countries consuming the
goods. Such necessity was rather actual as industrial production of the goods
has been concentrated in Europe and the North America, and consumption of
these goods occurred on all planet.
Soon enough brokers (brokers) operating at stock exchanges, were
defined, that on regulation operations of commodity streams, it is possible to
speculate for the purpose of reception of the overestimated income. Then,
high profitableness of operations on the stock exchange became in itself aim
of exchange activity.
In essence uncontrolled speculation at stock exchanges in which result
the virtual finance is multiplied, grows a cover of the "air" finance, and there
are the crisis shocks which are starting with those countries in which
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exchange activity is most developed. From those countries which on an
economic situation, are economic and accordingly the financial centers of
global world economic. For example, the main source of last most scale
economic crises is the USA because the USA is the state with the developed
economy in which exchange activity is characterized by extremely high level
of speculative operations and accordingly the scale virtual finance.
As it is represented, the further development of scales and appetites of
entrepreneurs in the field of exchange activity cannot remain in a former
uncontrolled condition as consequences of economic crises for the states will
be so destructive, that elimination of a consequence of crises will be more
and more unprofitable. It is connected by that in process of development of
exchange activity volumes of the virtual finance grow, conditions for more
growing destructive crises thereby are created. Hence, liquidation of
consequences of crises will demand from the states, the increasing pressure
of means which will be impossible to find it. By the way, today the most part
of economically developed states already are registered among financial
debtors.
Excessive intermediary activity. In process of market economy
development, apparently from history of Europe and the North America,
intermediary activity develops, getting, more and more artificial character.
Intermediary activity gets the most perverted forms in sphere of the goods
movement and financial operations when as a result of numerous
intermediary operations it is artificial grows, for example, the price of crude
oil (the speculative price) or the virtual finance (the "air" finance) are
created.
High tariffs for services. Cost of the services rendered to the
population, is defined not by that, how much services are daily claimed in
the market, and that some services become claimed in critical vital
conditions, for example, medical or lawyer services. The services claimed in
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critical conditions, are estimated under the highly remunerative prices. For
example, cost of medical or lawyer services.
For the first time it has been understood, that the market economy is
not a highest level of economy condition and cannot function further on a
spontaneous basis in days of economic crisis in the twentieth – the thirtieth
years of the last century. By the way, crisis 20-30 years of 20 centuries was
the first in the economic scale, shaken economy of the states of America,
Europe and Asia, from the USA to China. From the states, with the
developed industrial commodity production, only Japan has avoided crisis
shocks because the country developed a military-industrial complex those
years and prepared for military actions in territories of Korea, China and
South-East Asia.
World crisis of economy causes not overproduction of the goods in
the conditions of market economy as long time it was accepted to explain the
crisis reasons. At overproduction of the goods or at excessive commodity
resources there are a number of possibilities on their realization. Any
professional expert in the field of commerce will prompt some ways of
realization of excessive commodity resources.
The reasons of world crises as we marked earlier, consists that
excessive speculative operations with the goods and, in particular with the
securities which volumes exceed volumes of real economy, inevitably,
excessively inflate economy with the virtual finance, forming the virtual
economy which cover is broken off at infringement of a threshold of an
admissibility of inflating.
As is known, the most scale sources of speculative operations are
stock exchanges, in particular stock exchanges on operations with securities.
Development of operations on the stock exchange with the securities
which have received development after the First World War when the
accelerated inflating of the virtual finance by stock exchanges more and
more exceeded volumes of the commodity production testing destructive
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consequences of the First World War, were a principal cause of crisis of 2030 years of the last century.
Substantial problematical character of market economy for the
competitive states consists that in process of development state economy,
inevitably, are formed two parallel of economy:
1) Real economy (set of industrial, agrarian and social economy),
being a fundamental basis of the state, well-being of the population and
occurrence in number of economically developed countries and high
authority of the nation;
2) The virtual economy formed by the virtual finance as a result of
speculative operations with securities and the goods, parasitizing on real
economy.
In the conditions of market economy, the real economy in essence
tests on itself double loading:
1) provides state functioning;
2) dates losses of virtual economy.
Can object that on financial support of virtual economy means go
from the state budget and by that the real economy does not test double
loading. Actually, the real economy, really, tests double loading.
Matter in the following. When the real economy provides only filling
of the state budget the part of these means comes back in real economy,
promoting in its development. The same means which the real economy
directs on support of virtual economy, again in real economy do not arrive
and by that to approach the next branch an economic crisis any more as they
will be spent on inflation covers of the "air" finance.
Abundantly clear, derivation of real economy means on virtual
support, instead of improvement of an economic situation of the country,
leads to return result.
For an example, in the USA the bank system as a result of filling of a
cover of the "air" finance, in particular in the field of hypothetic crediting
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and operations with securities, promoted to growth of virtual economy
volumes and economic crisis acceleration. The government of the USA has
allocated means from the state budget for financial support of the banks
which have appeared in the extremely crisis position. Thereby, real economy
of the USA it has appeared compelled simultaneously with filling by the
finance of the state budget to cover losses of virtual economy whereas it
would be possible to direct these means on development of real economy.
The definitive understanding of impossibility of the further preservation and
the more market economy developments has developed after the Second
World War.
Firstly, the history of occurrence and consequences of crisis of 20-30
years of 20 centuries has remained in memory.
Secondly, after economy destructions 1945year were not comparable
with destructions after 1918. Absolutely new approaches were required to
the economy restoration, new approaches to management of economy
The conclusion that after the Second World War undivided and
spontaneous sovereignty of classical market economy comes to the end
becomes obvious necessity.
At contents close examination it is found out, that in process of the
market economy formation passes two negative stages which appear
pernicious for economy:
1) prosecution of high profit in enterprise activity;
2) virtual economy formation in parallel with the real.
In essence, since 50th years of the last century, the states with
successful industrial economy purposefully form post market economy, that
in particular becomes obvious with the beginning of world economic
globalization
Only in market economy there are possibilities and conditions for
parallel in relation to real economy to virtual economy formation are created.
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In one economy, to market and after market, there is no place so scale,
as in the market economy conditions, for fillings by air of financial covers
and by that to development of virtual economy.
Obvious there is that the states are compelled and even are obliged to
participate in processes regulation of formation and economy development.
As, from our point of view, market economy time comes to finalizing,
will be correct instead of a new ideas finding on market economy perfection,
to consider theoretical essence of post market economy.
Post market economy formation on a global scale can occur in two
directions:
1) it is spontaneous, naturally, a trial and error method as the market
economy on which there have begun movement on a postmarket economy
route, for example, Canada, Sweden, or Germany (a variant long and
unprofitable) in due time was formed;
2) by realization of scientific recommendations of the post market
economy theory which is subject to working out (a variant optimum on time
and costs).
The post market economy, is formed, for example, in Japan, Sweden
or Germany, each country in own way, excellent receptions for each country,
with various rates and cumulative costs. Therefore and results of post market
economy formation in each country have appeared different.
Similar, process of post market economy formation, at least in the
specified European states, really occurs, that does not cause doubts, with a
considerable advancing of that understanding that there is not an
improvement and at all market economy perfection, and there is a formation
of the new economy going on change of market economy. Anyway, there are
no references on post market economy.
Meanwhile, depending on orientation to perfection of market
economy or to post market economy formation, the purposes and problems
of perfection of economy or formation of new economy are defined, the state
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and corporate scale decisions are made, forms and methods of actions, time
and the cumulative costs, expected results for the country, its population, and
entrepreneurs are defined.
Any actions on perfection of market economy do not change its
essence – economy in interests of capitalists. In that case, what sense of the
state participation in market economy development if still there is a further
enrichment of entrepreneurs whereas the population great bulk remains
without financial position substantial improvement.
When we speak about capitalist essence of market economy we
consider the economic contents, without any class approaches and
judgments.
Absolutely another matter when there is an understanding of new
economy formation which speaks with the theoretical contents – the post
market economy theory.
Nobody surprises with the used term «postindustrial manufacture» as
the condition of commodity production after 60th years of the last century in
a number of economically developed the countries has stepped over an
industrial condition.
Should not surprise us and that in process of economy development, it
reaches such condition which to many signs differs from a market economy
condition, i.e. a post market condition. Or on another, according to a
condition of postindustrial commodity production, the economy also should
step in a "post market economy" condition.
In essence the market economy operates during the period between the
beginning of industrial commodity production when market economy
formation begins, and the beginning of postindustrial manufacture or with
the beginning world economic globalization when post market economy
formation begins.
Creation of the transnational companies in which corporate interests
of enterprise groups extend in territory of other states, other continents there
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is a necessity of international regulation of enterprise activity and creation of
favorable conditions, by the accelerated levelling of market economy, with a
view of its finalizing and transition to the subsequent or post market
condition.
The states involved in process of world economic globalization, and
they basically are in territory of Europe and America, apparently from the
world validity, share on two groups:
1) the leading states which have finished market economy, actively
forming transnational companies and mastering the world commodity
market, interested and started post market economy formation (for example,
Japan, Germany, Sweden);
2) the conducted states finishing market economy and trying to adjoin
the states of the first group (for example, France, Italy).
In process of the states activation carried to the second group, on
involving in process of world globalization, a market economy role,
inevitably, will be and to decrease further as they will be compelled to adopt
experience from the states of world economic globalization forming on the
basis of post market economy.
At the same time, there are numerous states, in particular on territory
of Africa and Asia which are at different stages of economic development,
between market economy development, have started formation of market
economy or planned to start formation of market economy which in turn, it
is possible to divide into three groups:
1) being at a stage of market economy developments, for example,
Spain, Holland;
2) Being at a stage of the transitive (transit) period of market economy
formation (for example, the former republics of Soviet Union). Anyway, so
it is declared in republics. Actually, only Baltic republics form classical
bases of market economy with introductions post market economy elements.
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3) Being at a stage of commercial economy or in a before market
economy condition (a number of the African states). And is similar that
market economy formation for this group of the states is rather problematic
Instead of conclusions on market economy, some short definitions:
1) the market economy is an economy of industrial technology of
commodity production;
2) the market economy is an economy of the entrepreneur;
3) the market economy is an economy in which not allowed or the
state participation in regulation and in the control of enterprise activity is
rather limited;
4) the market economy is an economy of speculative enterprise;
5) the market economy is an economy of the virtual finance;
6) the market economy is an economy at which in the market the false
competition takes place;
7) the market economy is an economy of high profitableness of
enterprise;
8) the market economy is an immoral economy as there is an injurious
operation natural and a manpower, infringement of the standard norms and
rules of work, laws and obligations;
9) the market economy is an economy in which in parallel exist real
and virtual economy;
10) the market economy is an economy in which the virtual economy
parasitizes on real economy;
11) the market economy is an economy which has entered in a
concluding period of functioning;
12) the market economy is an economy which in historical
understanding is subject to transformation to post market economy.
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Post market economy
Any economy as a whole and on separate components (industrial,
agrarian and social) in due course, that is inevitable, will be transformed
from one typical condition to the subsequent historical typical condition.
Economy transformations are inevitable for that simple reason, that in
process of development of innovative activity there are scale quantitative
and qualitative transformations to economy and as consequence of economy
bases fundamental change.
Inevitability of transformation of market economy in the post market
is so obligatory, as well as is natural. Some examples confirming to such
conclusion.
Scale innovative activity in economically developed countries has led
to transformation of world economic to global world economic.
Since of world economic globalization:
The industrial economy of economically developed countries will be
transformed to a condition of postindustrial economy;
The mechanized agrarian economy will be transformed to a condition
industrial agrarian economy;
Functioning separate spheres of the services rendered to the
population, will be transformed to a condition of social economy.
Since world economic globalization, signs of classical market
economy become the factor, braking the further development of economy,
and for this reason simultaneously in many economically developed
countries, naturally, will be transformed to a post market economy
condition.
It is possible to tell and so. After the Second World War, since sixtieth
years, in world economic occurs three scale updating:
1) in Europe, the North America and Asia (first of all Japan)
numerous transnational corporations are created;
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2) in commodity production the postindustrial technology of
commodity production takes root;
3) there is a world economic globalization.
The specified scale transformations, both under the contents and on
management and results have deduced economy from market economy
borders, in the field of the following economy – post market (corporate).
If the market economy was economy of set of the separate
entrepreneurs interested in more mass of profit the post market economy
becomes economy of set of the transnational corporations interested in
development of the scale and new commodity markets.
Individual entrepreneur receive the big mass of profit as a result of
share increase in the price of goods realization.
Transnational corporations receive the big mass of profit as a result of
a gain of made production mass, at preservation or even some decrease in a
share the price of goods realization.
The difference in approaches of profit reception at market and at post
market economy is obvious, whether not so.
What signs are characterize post market economy?
In the beginning we will consider mission and historical essence of
economy under answers to earlier put questions:
- What fundamental basis of economy?
- Whose interests prevail in realisation of results of economy?
- Leading forces of formation and economy development?
- What material standard of the population living defined by social
security from the state?
In post market economy a fundamental basis of economy is the
postindustrial technology of commodity production. In realization of
economy results the international corporate interests prevail. Leading forces
of formation and post market economy development are corporations and the
states (it is possible, taking into account this circumstance the post market
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economy can be defined as corporate economy). A material standard of the
population living the high.
By consideration in general in the states with the developed market
economy the contradiction between interests of entrepreneur and interests of
the state is formed becomes aggravated.
Besides the entrepreneurs understanding of market economy finilazing
which has settled the possibilities, and necessities of transition to the
subsequent post market condition was definitively generated.
Matter in the following, or entrepreneurs keep independence and
inevitably concede positions in the market as lose in a competition to
transnational corporations, or entrepreneur are involved in an orbit of
transnational corporations activity and by that (own appetites on profit
reception) limit the activity to norms and the rules established by
corporations.
In essence, a number of economically developed states of Europe and
the North America and Japan finalizing market economy and are at a
transition stage (transit economy) to post market economy.
What occurs in post market economy formation, by consideration on
the same 4 signs with which we characterized market economy:
1) a private property on the earth and on means of production;
2) free enterprise;
3) management of enterprise activity profit;
4) State regulation of enterprise sphere
Private property on the earth and on means of production in the
conditions of post market economy formation. As we marked, some signs of
market economy, remain and in the conditions of post market economy. One
of such signs remaining claimed and in the conditions of post market
economy, the private property on the earth and on means of production as
for entrepreneurs the important condition for confident formation and
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development of enterprise activity there is a confidence of preservation and
security of a private property on the earth and on means of production.
Free enterprise in the conditions of post market economy formation. A
sign which in the conditions of post market economy cannot remain without
changes and consequently exposed to updating. Updating occurs on
suppression of a spontaneous condition of the business formation typical in
the market economy conditions when are formed, including primitive to a
disgrace of enterprise forms, the persons rather far from professional
enterprise, rascals and swindlers when it is impossible to understand
enterprise essences carry out. Besides, that or a different way, but enterprise
formations are involved in process of world globalization, in an orbit of the
transnational companies activity.
In the different countries sign updating occurs excellent different
receptions which can be reduced as follows:
1) creation of own enterprise formation at conformity to the
formalized requirements which define:
- Operating public profile associations (the unions, associations,
federations);
- Municipal controls;
- The state controls, in the name of the Ministry of Trade or
departments of trade or other state regulating bodies;
2) The permission to the organization of enterprise formation to
country territories only to citizens of the country;
3)

profile

acknowledgement

organize

enterprise

activity

by

corresponding vocational training of the entrepreneur;
4) in the presence of the license for corresponding enterprise activity.
Management of enterprise profit activity in the conditions of post
market economy formation. In economically developed countries which at
present time are forming post market economy, measures on regulation of
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the sizes of entrepreneurs profit, on purpose exclusion super profit
receptions are taken.
More often three restrictive norms operate regulated by the state:
1) the threshold of realization profitability of the enterprise activity
subject which excess is rigidly enough pursued is established;
2) the taxation ascending scale of enterprise activity is established ,
and by that consumption of the entrepreneurs received profit is limited
within the resolved standard indicators;
3) The profit taxation regulates profit use on the accumulation
purpose.
In essence in the conditions of post market economy the formula of a
surplus value of K.Marx, from contents D – Т – D + + or D + + +, comes
back in author's contents D – Т – D +.
State regulation of enterprise sphere in the conditions of postmarket
economy formation. The states with the developed market economy,
transition to post market economy bases, have begun:
- From suppression of spontaneity of entrepreneurs behaviour in the
commodity market, by effective regulation of a competition in the market
(antimonopoly law);
- To interstate regulation of commodity streams, by creation of the
international organizations on cooperation, for example, the World Trade
Organization (WTO);
- To interstate regulation of speculative operations in the market, by
creation of the international organizations on regulation of volumes of
manufacture (extraction) and realization, for example, the international
organization of the oil-extracting states (OPEC).
By consideration to separate signs which characterize a condition of
operation by entrepreneurs of wage labour in the conditions of post market
economy the states undertake regulating actions, are established regulatory
norms, legislative guidelines are accepted.
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Exploitation of the hired personnel work. The working day at 10, 12
and more hours widespread enough practice in the conditions of market
economy. Entrepreneurs (employers), an overexploitation of work of hired
workers, try to explain the voluntary initiative of the workers wishing more
to earn. We observe such position in the conditions of market economy
formation in Post-Soviet republics. If in essence entrepreneurs (employers)
in the Post-Soviet republics, trying to form market economy, entrepreneurs
(employers) of Europe in ХIХ century operate with the same receptions of
the raised exploitation of work of hired workers.
Since ХIХ centuries, against the raised exploitation by entrepreneurs
(employers) of work of hired workers by the first have begun struggle trade
unions.
In the XX-th century the understanding of necessity of the public and
state control and regulation of exploitation of work of the hired personnel
was generated.
After the Second World War, in the conditions of economically
developed countries finishing market economy, the state norms:
Categorically exploitation of child labour is forbidden,
- Exploitation of female work on heavy physical and unhealthy works
is forbidden,
- Hour duration of working week affirms,
- At employment in the contract of hired workers, without fail,
entrepreneurs (employers) specify or co-ordinate, that is more true, duration
of working week
- The minimum hour payment of the hired personnel is established.
At present time in economically developed countries are rigidly
enough regulated and if necessary regulated by standard indicators of
entrepreneurs (employers) attraction of hired labour.
Payment of the hired personnel. In the conditions of market economy
as follows from history of Europe and USA Х1Х and the XX-th century
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beginnings, from the newest history of Post-Soviet republics, entrepreneurs
(employers) establish the underestimated lath of a payment of the hired
personnel. In need of decrease in production costs, as a rule, the economy of
means begins with decrease in a payment of the personnel.
Clearly, it is the most easier to cut down a payment of the hired
personnel, in this matter it is not necessary the big mind, much more difficult
to carry out the deep analysis financially – economic activities to define real
possibilities on optimization of expenses.
Meanwhile, the payment of hired workers should be not only
comprehensible to the hired employee, but also sufficient to provide itself
and family with the normal conditions for a life.
With a view of suppression of abusing by entrepreneur (employers) on
a payment of the hired personnel and conformity of volumes of a payment to
the living requirements which have developed in territory of the country, in
many economically developed countries norms on the size of the minimum
hourly payment of hired workers, without dependence from a field of
activity, a pattern of ownership or scales of functioning of the enterprises
and the organizations are defined. For example, in territory of the USA the
minimum hourly payment of wage labour is defined in 5 dollars.
Thus, any interpretation of a payment of the hired personnel by
entrepreneurs (employers) in the conditions of market economy comes to the
end, as in conditions of meanwhile formed post market economy indicators
of payment of hired labour of the state regulate in country territory.
Excessive development of speculative operations. On this problem we
find out two interesting results. On the one hand the states accept some
participation in regulation of speculative operations. On the other hand state
participation meanwhile does not reduce volumes of speculative operations.
Let's consider participation of the state in regulation of speculative
operations on an example of functioning of securities stock exchanges. At
appreciable decrease in a price of securities, effective standards order the
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termination of operations with securities. At sharp increase of the securities
price, any restriction in work of a stock exchange is not present. And
meanwhile, if to estimate a state of affairs from positions of participants of
transactions on the stock exchange and from a position of interests of the
state both extreme measures have almost equal negative consequences
though decrease in a price of securities even is more preferable to the state.
Really, if it is less on volume the virtual finance, the condition of the state
economy and that smaller probability of economic crises are more real.
As it is represented, the admissible threshold of decrease or increase
of securities in price on the stock exchange operations should be defined not
above than double rate of a gain of gross national product of the country.
Clearly one, the further no controllable development of speculative
operations with the goods and securities cannot proceed, if the country
planned to take a way of construction of post market economy.
In essence in economically developed states by time of market
economy end simultaneously function two parallel economies:
1) the real economy consisting of industrial, agrarian and social
economy;
2) the virtual economy consisting of a cover, inflate the "air" finance.
At development of real economy the state economy becomes stronger,
the country becomes competitive in the world market, the decent budget of
the state is formed, well-being of the population grows (Germany, Sweden,
Finland, France, etc.).
At development of virtual economy (the USA first of all) the real
national economy constantly is in a condition of pre-crisis expectation,
thanks to that the small group of exchange speculators successfully inflates a
cover of the virtual finance, periodically coming to the end with crisis
shocks.
How much for the competitive states it is useful to develop
speculative exchange activity and to inflate virtual economy if such activity
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regularly comes to the end with crisis shocks and derivation of financial
resources of real economy, for elimination of consequences of crisis results?
Excessive intermediary activity. At comparison of volumes and
structures of intermediary activity of the USA and Japan obvious leadership
of the USA is found out. Not because the population of the USA almost
three times exceeds a population of Japan, and not because territory scales
are incommensurable, that is why that in the USA intermediary activity has
reached an absurd condition when intermediary services are rendered to each
other by intermediaries. Intermediary activity is present at Japan only as
required unlike the USA
Problematical character of intermediary activity not that intermediary
activity as that is absolutely not necessary, and that it is artificial is inflated.
Instead of conclusions on post market (corporate) economy, some
short definitions:
1) the post market economy is an economy of transnational
corporations;
2) the post market economy is the socialised economy;
3) the post market economy is an economy at which enterprise scale is
naturally interested in the state participation in regulation, the control and
support;
4) the post market economy is an economy at which in the market the
diligent competition naturally operates;
5) the post market economy is an economy of the super competitive
states.
Now all states of a planet, under the typical characteristic of economy,
it is possible to divide into 4 groups:
1) with commercial economy;
2) forming market economy;
3) with market economy;
4) forming post market economy.
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The states with commercial economy are characterized by that in
enterprise sphere the commercial business based on realization of the import
goods prevails. In these states very low level of a condition of commodity
production. This group includes the states with weak developing economy,
mainly representing the African continent.
The states forming market economy are characterized by that
simultaneously with commerce development industrial and agricultural
commodity manufacture of the country is formed. The share of sale of the
goods of a domestic production grows in volume of realization of the goods
in the country market. This group includes the states, with the developing
economy, in particular all former union republics USSR, including
Kyrgyzstan.
By the way, it is frequent, for example, representatives of the Russian
Federation or Kazakhstan define economy of the states as market. Obvious
revaluation of a condition of own economy as neither Russia, nor
Kazakhstan, for the present did not leave a condition of market economy
formation.
The states with market economy are characterized by the developed
economy based on industrial commodity manufacture, providing filling by
the goods and services of the commodity market of the country. Into this
group of the states enter a number European, American, Asian, and in a
smaller part of the African countries (the appendix see).
For example:
- in Europe – Italy, Denmark, Czechia;
- in Asia – South Korea, Taiwan, Singapore;
- in the South America – Chile, Brazil, Argentina;
- in Africa – the South African republic;
- Australia.
The states forming post market (socialized corporate) economy are
characterized by postindustrial commodity manufacture, formation of
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transnational corporations (multinational corporation) which are carrying out
the commodity offer to the world market or sphere of business of the country
is involved in an orbit of functioning of the multinational corporation. These
are the states, in which high level of social security of the population. To this
group of the states, in particular it is necessary to carry Germany, Japan,
Canada, the USA, Sweden.
The author tries to understand signs of market economy and post
market economy formation, as objective historical process which is observed
in Europe, to the North America and in Japan.
Any economy as a whole and on separate components (industrial,
agrarian and social) in due course, that is inevitable, will be transformed
from one typical condition to the subsequent historical typical condition.
Economy transformations are inevitable for the reason, that in process
of development of industrial activity there are scale qualitative and
quantitative transformations to economy and as consequence of change of
fundamental bases of economy.
Process of transformation of types of economy has natural objective
character. In due time, as a result of development of navigation and
development of colonies, the previous economy was transformed to
commercial economy. In process of formation of industrial commodity
manufacture the commercial economy was transformed to market economy.
According to law of transformations of types of economy, process of
transformation of market economy in post market which, in turn, in due
course, will be transformed to the subsequent economy further is inevitable.
However it does not mean, that process of economy transformations will be
occurs in all countries simultaneously.
The national economy is formed by forces and means of that part of
the population which is economy motive power. For example, commercial
entrepreneur were motive power of commercial economy. Industrial
entrepreneur became market economy motive power.
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In economically backward countries the commercial economy still
remains. Commercial economy formation by commercial businessmen
occurs by a finding of commodity resources for filling by the goods of the
local markets. The commerce level of development defines a condition of
the state economy – a commercial national economy.
In developing countries the market economy is formed. Market
economy formation by industrial entrepreneur occurs by development of
scale commodity manufacture at which entrepreneur are compelled to master
the new commodity markets, including the markets of foreign territories.
Thereby industrial entrepreneur promote development of the commodity
markets of the states. The level of development of industrial enterprise
defines a condition of the state economy – country market economy.
As it has been noted earlier, the state economy is formed and develops
abilities, forces and means of that part of the population which was
generated in business sphere, was generated as economy motive power.
For example, the commercial economy has been created by forces and
means entrepreneurs who were handicraftsmen and merchants. The market
economy has been formed by forces and means of entrepreneurs which were
industrial, first of all industrial entrepreneurs.
In variety economically backward countries in enterprise sphere still
remain rather decent on scales of a position of handicraftsmen and the
dealers capable only to provide by the goods filling of the local markets. The
workmanship and trade level of development defines a condition of
economy of the state – a commercial national economy.
In developing countries at which, as a rule, decent economic
problems, try to create a national economy with market characteristics. It is
difficult to believe that the country without lifting of industrial enterprise
what the one ten developing states is, are capable and ready to market
economy formation.
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Developing countries in economy are guided by the states with the
developed market economy; in turn the states with the developed market
economy are guided by the countries successfully forming post market
economy.
Market economy development by industrial entrepreneurs occurs by
development of scale commodity manufacture at which entrepreneurs are
compelled to master the new commodity markets, including the markets of
foreign territories. Thereby industrial entrepreneur promote formation of
bases for creation of the transnational organizations, with the subsequent of
post market economy formation.
In the conditions of world economic globalization and scale
innovative activity of transnational corporations in economically developed
countries naturally and necessarily there is a transformation of market
economy to post market economy.
Unlike of market economy entrepreneurs in which entrepreneurs
behave it is unpredictable enough, in the conditions of post market economy
behavior of corporations predictably.
The matter is that on the one hand corporations, owing to enormous
scales of activity and in particular collective character of management,
observe the conventional corporate norms of behavior, and on the other
hand, the state role in matter of regulation of activity of corporations as
scales of consequences of amateur performance of transnational corporations
can be destructive for the state becomes more active.
Leading forces of formation and post market economy development
are transnational corporations and the states in which territory corporations
are formed and the state is interested in development of corporations.
Probably, taking into account this circumstance the post market economy
can be defined as corporate economy.
The states, thanks to rather decent obligatory payments in the state
budget of transnational corporations, provide social security of the
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population. Probably, taking into account this circumstance the post market
economy can be defined as social economy, at which a material standard of
the population living the high
Distinctions between market and post market economy can be
considered according to the following table (see table 2).
Table 2
Comparative signs market and post market economy

Considered sign
fundamental basis of
economy
Pattern of ownership in
enterprise sphere
The form of
management
Social role in state
economy
State participation
Scales of territory
coverage
The economy was
generated

In the conditions of
market economy
Industrial commodity
production
The private

In the conditions of
post market economy
Postindustrial
commodity production
Corporative

Individual industrial
entrepreneurs
Creation of
workplaces
The fiscal policy
Legal regulation
The country
commodity market
local commodity
market
In the conditions of
commercial economy

Corporative
Social preservation of
population.
The state support
The continental markets
The intercontinental
markets
World market
In the conditions of
market economy

In essence, a number of economically developed states of Europe and
the North America since of world economic globalization, have carried out
scale transformations to economy:
The industrial economy of the countries will be transformed to a
condition of postindustrial economy;
The mechanized agrarian economy will be transformed to a condition
industrial agrarian economy;
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Functioning separate spheres of the services rendered to the
population, will be transformed to a condition of social economy.
In the states with the developed market economy the understanding of
end of a historical stage of market economy which has settled the
possibilities, and necessities of transition to the subsequent post market
condition was definitively generated.
It is clear, that process of post market economy formation in the
different countries, depending on an economy condition, occurs, and will
occur further various ways:
In the large competitive states (the USA, Japan or Germany) are
formed large transnational corporations, for example, three automobile
giants in the USA, four automobile giants in Germany, six automobile giants
of Japan;
In less large economically developed countries average are formed or
small on activity scales transnational corporations;
The countries keeping market economy, are involved in an orbit of
activity of transnational corporations by production potentialities;
The states, trying to create market economy, inevitably, become
sources of raw materials, a labour and the market for realization of
production of transnational corporations.
Abundantly clear that process of post market economy formation has
natural character, with forward development in the conditions of world
economic globalization. The states eliminated or discharged of this process,
inevitably, will appear on economic boondocks.
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The conclusion
To begin with it is necessary to be defined with the contents of
economy development according to mankind development. As in this
question there are no disagreements, except for market and post market
economies for brevity we consider enterprise essence and a slogan of each of
economy.
The economy slogan is offered us for consideration, proceeding from
two positions:
1) the slogan is short on a statement, but allows to find out enterprise
essence of economy definitely;
2) slogans of economy offered by us, probably, are subject to
specification and even revision, contentious, but use of slogans defensible as
allows to note short feature of economy.
By consideration in a historical plane, from the beginning of economic
activities of people the economy has passed following consecutive stages:
1) exchange economy (a primitive society) at which people exchanged
subjects of work with a view of an elementary survival or economy of a
survival of people. A slogan of exchange economy: «The compelled subject
exchange»;
2) commercial economy (slaveholding and feudal societies) at which
realization of the goods was carried out in process of manufacturing or
economy of support of ability to live of people. A slogan of commercial
economy: «Realization of the goods in process of manufacturing»:
3) market economy (a capitalist society) at which development of
enterprise activity occurs to the purpose of reception of the maximum profit
or capitalist economy. A market economy slogan: «Development of
enterprise activity for the purpose of extraction of the maximum profit»;
4) post market (corporate) economy (a post capitalist society) at which
the economy develops with a view of satisfaction of requirements of the
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population or the socialized economy. A postmarket economy slogan:
«socially focused economy».
The conclusion what the market economy in a place in economy
history, under the maintenance, by results of functioning, obviously,
mismatches essence and scales of development of the states in the conditions
of world economy globalization, in the conditions of postindustrial
commodity manufacture, in the conditions of a post capitalist society is how
much proved?
The conclusion what in the developed competitive countries there is a
post market economy formation is how much proved?
If it is short, unlike businessmen in the conditions of the market
economy, not interested in state regulation of enterprise activity (about the
reasons of it we considered earlier), the transnational companies in the
conditions of new type of economy are interested in state participation.
Necessity of participation of the states for management of processes of
formation and development of the transnational companies speaks three
circumstances:
1) inevitable there is an involving process in an orbit of activity of the
companies of the enterprises managing in the market and the organizations
in territories of own country and other states;
2) maintenance of safety activity, protection of interests, investment
appeal and a guarantee of physical safety in territories of own country and
other states on which the company or its making local formations operates;
3) the guaranteed maintenance with working resources and protection
of their interests in territory of the states on which the company or its
making local formations operates.
Hence, necessity of participation of the states for regulation and
support of activity of the transnational companies occurs owing to following
factors:
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1) as a result of large scales of activity the transnational companies
cannot be out of limits of attention from the state;
2) at large scales of activity owing to a number of the objective
reasons, the transnational companies are periodically compelled to resort to
the state support by financial resources, rules of law, customs and tax
privileges etc.;
3) at distribution of interests of the transnational companies in
territory of other countries to have to enter into with the governments of
these countries legal agreements;
4) the states form the international organizations, for the purpose of
regulation of activity of the transnational companies in territory of these
states (by the way, till an era of the transnational companies and the
requirement for the international regulating organizations was not);
5) assisting of the transnational companies activity, the state provides
usage of capacity the budget and by that provides growing social
requirements of the population.
Thus, the transnational companies operate in absolutely new
conditions and economy signs – post market or corporate economy.
It is impossible to disagree that market economy and economic crises
integrally interconnected categories and inevitability as in process of
development of market economy the virtual economy which is the factor
stimulating crisis consequences in parallel is formed and develops.
As is known from the economic theory, an economic crisis subject is
financial containing, and the economic crisis reason is claiming of the virtual
finance which cannot be provided by money resources which always it is
much less on volume in relation to the virtual finance.
Otherwise, economic crises result from formation of the virtual
finance, first of all in sphere of exchange activity, and their potential mass
neediness.
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The main feature of market economy – its predisposition to economic
crises, the predisposition reason – inflating of virtual economy, as a result of
filling by its virtual finance, is functioning in parallel with real economy.
By the way, only Japan after the Second World War in essence
already forms post market economy as from the very beginning of
restoration of post-war economy the state regulates in the most active image
and participates, accessible ways and available means, in development of
real economy.
In relation to post market economy all states can be divided into four
groups:
1. The states forming post market (corporate) economy.
2. The states with market economy.
3. The states forming market economy.
4. The states with commercial or дорыночной economy.
Classification of the states in relation to post market economy has not
only informative, but also the practical maintenance. Probably, observance
of sequence of transition from one condition of economy in next the
subsequent if the country has conditions is not obligatory, potential and the
resources, allowing to form economy, like economy of the developed states.
For example, the states carried to the third group, in the presence of certain
conditions, can quite step over a market economy stage. They, probably, can
form post market or corporate economy.
Formation of corporate economy does not mean at all that in each
country, intended to create post market economy, without fail there should
be transnational companies.
Formation of corporate economy means that in each country, intended
to create post market economy, without fail there should be the enterprise
formations integrated with the transnational companies.
Formation of corporate economy means that the country should be
guided by integration in world globalization of economy.
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From the list of the states in relation to post market economy, for us
special interest represents the third point as Kyrgyzstan as it is recognized in
republic, passes a transition period of formation of market economy. Such
conclusion starts with realized state economic policy of the country. Such
conclusion proceeds also from numerous works Kyrgyzstan scientists and
experts from the practice, containing recommendations about filling of the
maintenance of a transition period to market economy.
There is a question, whether there is no error what we intend to
construct a national economy as market economy? And how much the
market economy for our state will be useful economic in the conditions of
globalisation? Such result when cumulative rather decent costs in republic
will be enclosed on market economy formation will not turn out, and results
of such works will appear малополезными or in general unacceptable for a
national economy?
In summary the author expresses sincere gratitude to Imanalieva Aliya
Kalmurzaevna for attentive acquaintance and translation on English
language.
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The appendix
Economy of the separate states

Commercial
economy

Market economy
formation

Market
economy

Morocco

The Russian
Federation
Kazakhstan
Kyrgyzstan
Uzbekistan
Belarus
Ukraine
Tajikistan
Bulgaria
Romania
Moldova
China
Turkmenistan
Slovenia
Slovakia
Serbia

Belgium

Nepal
Congo
Tanzania
Haiti
Zambia
Zimbabwe
Mongolia
Ethiopia
Sudan
Tunis
Peru
Uganda

Cheh Republic
Holland
Denmark
Italy
Spain
India
Brazil
Argentina
Taiwan
Singapore
Norway
The great Britain
Turkey
Switzerland

Post market
economy
formation
The USA
Japan
German
Sweden
Canada
Finland
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